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'The Greatest Show in the Back of a Truck' Comedy in Los Angeles
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"The Greatest Show in the Back of a Truck We Rented" is a monthly curated co-hosted show by Tyler Watson and Kevin Krieger of the Wet Hippo Collective

Production company. It is exactly what the name suggests, a comedy show in the back of a rental truck. The Theater space is a sixteen foot "box on

wheels"consisting of a variety show with both members of the "Wet Hippo Collective" and special guests. The allowable audience is about twenty to thirty

people. In a town where performers are hungry to create, this group has found a way to take their drive literally on the road.

The show itself consists of an hour of different bits or acts, each one introduced typically by Tyler Watson and Kevin Krieger. There are individual comedy

acts and also group improvisations often with crowd interactions and suggestions. This month the show featured special guests "Helene Udy" as a

cheerleader, Caitlyn Conlin and Joel Axelrod as San Francisco Tourists, and the stand-up comedy of Vivian Martinez. Kevin Krieger John Wyatt and John

Norris worked the crowd with group improv, and John Wyatt also provided music.

Pre show the audience was "entertained" by "interns" (this is Hollywood so even a donation based show has interns) John Norris, and Ian Bratschie. The

actual performance is not set in stone and with audience suggestions each performance has potential to be very different than the last. It is a bit Vaudeville

mixed with Carnival side show. A very different experience than expected in tradition comedy improvisation and somehow the nature of the difference is

truly the location. According to Krieger, "we were tired of performing in spaces where audiences could choose whether or not to pay attention." This is not a

performance audience members will sleep through.

The Troupe's next performance is scheduled for April 9, 2016 at the Big Overnight Comedy Festival at the East Walker Ranch in Santa Clarita, California.

See the link to the festivals Facebook page for tickets and information. According to Tyler Watson the group plans to take off a month for any shows in the

near Los Angeles area, however, check the Wet Hippo Collective website and their Facebook page for further information on "The Truck Show." Watson

also says they are looking for locations to put on the show (park the van), such as closed street festivals and hope to be able to run multiple thirty minute

performances with rotating audiences and guests in the future.
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By Castrol - Head-to-head with a world class pro driver, a world class automobile and the best performance oil.
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